Electrochemical thinning of thicker gold film with qualified thickness for surface plasmon resonance sensing.
To meet the requirement of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing, controlling the thickness of the gold film is very important. Here, we report an efficient and simple approach to prepare a SPR-active substrate when the thickness of the gold film is larger than the optimizing 50 nm and smaller than 100 nm. This method is based on anodic electrodissolution of gold in electrolyte containing chloride ions. Using this method, the thickness of gold films can be easily changed at a nanometer scale by controlling the number of potential scans and the concentrations of chloride ions in the electrolyte. At the same time, the influence of gold film thickness on the SPR signal is recorded by SPR in real time. To assess the change of the surface roughness and morphology of gold film through anodic electrodissolution, atomic force microscopy was used. The surface roughness of the same Au film before and after anodic electrodissolution is 1.179 and 2.767 nm, respectively. The change of the surface roughness of Au film brings out a slight angle shift of SPR. This indicates that surface electrodissolution of the gold does not affect the character of the original bulk film and this film can be used for SPR experiments. To confirm our expectation, a simple adsorption experiment of cytochrome c (Cyt c) on the gold film treated with anodic electrodissolution modified by 11-mercaptoundecanic acid was carried out. The angle shift of SPR confirmed the adsorption of Cyt c, and the cyclic voltammetry of Cyt c provided a complementary confirmation for the adsorption of Cyt c. These results show that this approach provides a good way to change the thicker gold film to an optimized thickness of SPR sensing. The great advantage brought by this approach is in that it can convert the waste gold films with greater thicknesses fabricated by the vacuum deposition method or other methods into useful materials as active SPR substrates.